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To 

The Councillors 

Nedlands Council 

7th October, 2014 

 

Dear Councillors, 

 

The reason for the purchase of our beautiful Californian bungalow home 

at 25 Martin Ave early last year has been our love and appreciation of 

this period property and our desire to restore it while giving it a place in 

our modern day. With renovations to the back of our property currently 

underway, we have adhered to all the R Codes, however additions to the 

front of the property have proved a bit more challenging owning to the 

location of the house on the block which cannot be easily moved. 

Submission of our proposal with additions to the front of the property 

have therefore required us to request thoughtful variations to the R Codes 

which have regrettably been met with much opposition.  

Our original proposal, even though carefully thought through, for the 

widening of the original garage, a new carport and a front fence were all 

knocked back on sight line concerns - even though these have not been 

created by us; and opposition from our neighbour at 27 Martin Ave - our 

proposal would have no impact on their dwelling as with their current 

standing 2.2 metre high side boundary wall running to the front boundary, 

they would barely even see our development. In our attempt to be 

neighbourly and please all we have revised our proposal several times 

and hope to be able to have at least one of our 3 original proposals 

approved:  

 A carport on the southern front of our property with set back 200mm 

from the side boundary and 1500mm from the front boundary.  

This request for a reduced set back is put forth as: 

1.       We currently do not have a covered area to park our vehicles and 

the present garage is too small to accommodate any modern vehicle. 

2.  Carport cannot be moved further back to comply with the 3500mm 

front setback set out by the R Codes as the original house would then be 

required to be altered. 

3. Reduced set back from the side boundary is sought as, a 1 metre set 

back would put the carport in front of the verandah; compromising the 

appearance of the house in the street, reducing direct sunlight to front 



lounge and reducing the overall value of the property. Exit from the 

carport can be narrowed to aid sight line issues that may arise. 

4. The proposed carport will have no adverse impact on the adjoining 

property as they currently have a 2.2 metre side boundary wall running to 

the front boundary with garden on the other side. 

5. Carport cannot be moved to the northern side of the property as it 

will sit in the front of our bedroom blocking direct sunlight. A tiny garage 

on the southern side and carport on the northern side will make the house 

look unattractive 

6. Currently a number of renovated Californian bungalows in close 

proximity to 25 Martin Ave have carports with reduced front/side set 

backs: 

 14 Martin Ave 2050mm front setback and 200mm side setback 

 30 Martin Ave 2800mm front setback and 500mm side setback 

 32 Martin Ave 2550mm front setback and 200mm side setback 

26 Martin Ave 2500 mm front setback and 200mm side   setback 

7.    The proposed carport will retain and add to the charm of the period 

Californian bungalow, maintain the streetscape while bringing it up to 

date with modern living requirements. 

 

We believe our request to be reasonable for the above reasons and in 

keeping with variation requests already granted on our street. We are 

hopeful you will be fair in your assessment as we strive to 

sympathetically mordernise and save our Californian bungalow for future 

generations to enjoy.  

 

Thank you for considering our revised proposal. 

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Charlotte & Fred Fernandes 

25 Martin Ave, 

Nedlands  6009 

0418 357 765 

0457 786 500 
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With 180° ocean views, a vibrant atmosphere, amazing food,  

great coffee and stunning sunsets, the Fig Cafés are the  

perfect spot to enjoy breakfast, lunch or dinner.  

Each café is environmentally & socially conscious,  

uses free-range chicken, eggs and pork, recycles whenever possible,  

serves direct trade coffee & supports community and international charity 

projects. The Fig Group also support local artists.  

Funky, vibrant works  of art line the interior walls of each café  

& local musicians entertain with uplifting jazz & smooth soul Friday 

nights. Got a laptop? The Fig has free, public, wireless internet access!  

What more could you ask for! Come visit us today! 

 
 

www.thefig.com.au 
 

The Wild Fig Scarborough - The Naked Fig Swanbourne - The Pickled Fig South Beach 

thefiggroup 
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thenakedfig 
The Naked Fig Café is seeking approval to apply for a Extended Trading 

Permit (ETP): Liquor Without a Meal. 

 

The Naked Fig will remain a restaurant in nature with its primary focus 

squarely on the provision of food. The data on page 4 proves that 

obtaining an ETP has zero effect on alcohol sales or sale mix of a 

venue.  The grant of an ETP for Liquor without a Meal is intended to 

enhance the current services for the traditional customer base rather 

than alter the atmosphere and purpose of the restaurant or dramatically 

increase  the amount of liquor consumed at the premises. 

 

An ETP will also add to the diversity of premises in the Swanbourne 

area and cater to the different requirements and demands of the public. 

The ETP will assist in allowing the Naked Fig to meet the expectations 

of the tourist market, whom are used to more relaxed liquor 

restrictions. 

 

We have compiled a brief explanation of the license and the reasons it 

won’t change the Fig. 

 

anETPexplained 
A restaurateur may only supply liquor without a meal if they are 

granted an extended trading permit to do so. Strict conditions usually 

apply to 'liquor without a meal permits' including, but not restricted 

to: 

 

 the restaurant must always be set up and presented for dining; 

 tables can't be removed or shifted in order to create dance floors; 

 the kitchen must be open and operating at all times liquor is 

 available and the restaurant's regular full menu must be available 

 at all times; 

 liquor may only be consumed by patrons seated at a dining table; 

 table service only by restaurant staff, no bar service; 

 the venue can't be advertised as anything but a restaurant; 
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etpexamples 
To give you some relatable examples of venues already licensed with a 

“Liquor Without a Meal” permit, have you eaten at one of these venues? 

These are just a few examples of restaurants with an ETP, where the 

primary focus is on the provision of food and they have remained a 

restaurant in nature.  

 

 Meeka, Subiaco 

 http://www.meekarestaurant.com.au/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Vans, Cottesloe 

 http://www.vanscafe.com.au/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Yabba Dabba, Dalkeith 

 http://yabbadabba.com.au/ 
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factsandfigures 
A grant of a Liquor without a Meal Permit will not increase the sale of 

alcohol. Liquor purchases will mostly by consumed ancillary to a meal. 

Data from the Pickled Fig and the Wild Fig, both with Extended Trading 

Permits, illustrates this. 
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